NEW YORK, NY (April 21, 2017) – This spring, the Museum of Arts and Design (MAD) presents *fashion after Fashion*, an exhibition that seeks to redefine the term “Fashion” by presenting the work of six designer teams who are thinking—and making us think—about fashion anew. Featuring some of the most innovative work being produced in the context of contemporary fashion, with new commissions by Eckhaus Latta and Alexa Karolinski, ensæmble, Lucy Jones, Ryohei Kawanishi, Henrik Vibskov, and SSAW Magazine, *fashion after Fashion* focuses on commissioned, site-sensitive installations to offer an experience that is immersive, affective, and mentally stimulating. With no mannequins in sight, the exhibition considers fashion as an expanded field of practice that is determined by concept and context, incorporating performance, photography, video, and sculpture.

According to curator Hazel Clark, “*fashion after Fashion* brings to attention fashion practices that are creative, thoughtful, performative, and socially concerned rather than focused on the short-
lived commodification and standardization of products, designers, bodies, images, and lifestyles."

The exhibition uses “fashion” (in the lowercase) to signal a more reflective, concerned, and creative process that is not determined solely by commerce and passing trends. The practitioners included in fashion after Fashion call into question the state and nature of “Fashion” (in the uppercase) and challenge some of its main constructs, including the myth of the individual designer as author, short-lived and commodity-driven products, gendered dressing, ideal bodies, and waste.

"By featuring commissioned site-specific works, not garments and artifacts, fashion after Fashion channels a current ethos in design," said curator Ilari Laamanen. “The focus is on collaborative and interdisciplinary practices. We highlight the process, not the product.”

Fashion is a shared endeavor between creators, producers, and wearers, a message that is fundamental to the newly commissioned film by Eckhaus Latta and Alex Karolinski. Set in a bathroom, Coco features a cast diverse in age, gender, and race, wearing outfits from the Eckhaus Latta fall/winter 2017 collection while answering questions from a deck of cards. Their responses remind us that fashion can exist within the intimate and empathetic interactions between strangers and friends, rather than as a mere by-product of our hypersaturated visual and consumer culture.

ensamble’s sculptural installation, entitled INSIDE, draws attention to the insides of garments, studying their hidden structures, volumes, and details, not just their external appearance. Using materials like plaster, wood, metal, and textiles, ensamble creates sculptures that feature the intimate relationships that occur in the daily interactions between bodies and the garments that clothe them.

Lucy Jones’ installation presents a collection for people who use wheelchairs, exploring how garments can be designed to be put on with greater ease and worn in comfort by the seated body. The twenty-two “elbows” featured in the exhibition convey how functional shapes can support the body and be both subtle and extraordinary in their appearance.

Ryohei Kawanishi challenges hierarchies of consumerism by simulating a wholesale showroom where store buyers purchase from designers. Here, he highlights and revalues the design process by intervening with preexisting branded Fashion garments through the replacement of their labels with his own.

In a newly commissioned piece by Henrik Vibskov and his team, a monumental red cube serves as a metaphor for the different spaces of fashion. Stepping inside, one might recall the privacy of the dressing room or of the dressmaker’s showroom, where the mannequin serves to represent the absent human body. The cube also serves as a symbol for how bodies are activated by garments—in this case, the “dresses” contained within the structure are not entirely static, but slowly disgorge their contents.

Helsinki-based Tuomas Laitinen and Chris Vidal Tenomaa, the directors of SSAW Magazine, create an immersive environment through the reproduction of a careful and decisive selection of
images that question notions of beauty, gender, sexuality, and “good taste.” They realize their perspective of fashion by continually defying conventional expectations.

These installations challenge the viewer to think past the familiar modes of Fashion and consider the broader role fashion will play in the future.

EXHIBITION CREDITS

fashion after Fashion is co-curated by Hazel Clark and Ilari Laamanen in collaboration with the Finnish Cultural Institute in New York and Parsons School of Design, The New School, New York, with support from MAD’s Assistant Curator Barbara Paris Gifford and Curatorial Assistant and Project Manager Angelik Vizcarrondo-Laboy.

fashion after Fashion is part of The Art and Craft of Getting Dressed, a series of three exhibitions at the Museum of Arts and Design (MAD) this spring that embrace craftsmanship, cultural commentary, and critical thinking in fashion practices—from the couture to the conceptual—across multiple generations. In keeping with MAD’s dedication to investigating studio “process” in modern and contemporary art and craft, these exhibitions highlight how fashion, as an expanded field of craft, serves as a platform for artists and designers to explore ways of making that champion artistry, expressiveness, and social responsibility—from concept to product.

RELATED PROGRAMMING: MADactivates

Teen Night @MAD
Flashy and Free: A total teen takeover in celebration of fashion at MAD
Thursday, April 27, 2017 – 5:00 to 7:00 pm
Free for students ages 13–19 with ID
Throughout MAD

Join us for Teen Night @MAD: Flashy and Free, an evening of fashion at the Museum of Arts and Design. Support local teen designers and photographers, and take part in gallery conversations, art making, snack eating, and other hands-on activities in celebration of self-expression.

Talk
In Conversation: Hazel Clark and Li Edelkoort
Thursday, May 11, 2017 – 6:30 pm
The Theater at MAD

In 2015, fashion trend forecaster and authority Li Edelkoort declared “the end of Fashion as we know it,” and in her “manifesto for the next decade” provided “ten reasons why the fashion system is obsolete.” In doing so, she echoed a sentiment shared by fashion industry insiders, journalists, pundits, and scholars alike. Organized in conjunction with the exhibition fashion after
Fashion, this program features a conversation between Edelkoort and exhibition curator Hazel Clark.

**Performance**

**Kinetic Intimacies**
With Shani Ha, Chris Habana and Vincent Tiley, and Jade Yumang
Thursday, May 25, 2017 – 6:30 pm
7th floor and Lobby

**Studio Sunday**

**Family and intergenerational program**
Sunday, August 6, 2017 – 10:00 am
6th floor and galleries

**ABOUT THE MUSEUM OF ARTS AND DESIGN**

The Museum of Arts and Design (MAD) champions contemporary makers across creative fields and presents the work of artists, designers, and artisans who apply the highest level of ingenuity and skill. Since the Museum’s founding in 1956 by philanthropist and visionary Aileen Osborn Webb, MAD has celebrated all facets of making and the creative processes by which materials are transformed, from traditional techniques to cutting-edge technologies. Today, the Museum’s curatorial program builds upon a rich history of exhibitions that emphasize a cross-disciplinary approach to art and design, and reveals the workmanship behind the objects and environments that shape our everyday lives. MAD provides an international platform for practitioners who are influencing the direction of cultural production and driving twenty-first-century innovation, and fosters a participatory setting for visitors to have direct encounters with skilled making and compelling works of art and design. The Museum will be celebrating its Diamond Jubilee 60th Anniversary this year.
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